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Question 1

(a) The question of whether a glass of water is half-full or half-empty is an age-old philosophical
issue. Such descriptions of the volume of liquid in a glass depend on the state of mind of the
person asked the question. Develop membership functions for the fuzzy sets "half-full", "full",
"crnpt y" .ind "half empty" usrnq percent volume dS the clement of information. Assume the
maximum volume of water in the glass is Vo. DIscuss whether the terms "half-full" and "half-
empty" should have identical membership functions.

(b) Let X = {l,2,3,4} and y = f(x) = x2 + 1. Given the fuzzy set A, with A = 0.3/1 + 0.2/2 + 1.0/3
+ 0.4/4, compute the fuzzy set B = frAY. Sketch this transformation graphically.

Question 2:
For following state of the problem of vacuum cleaner, which is used to clean shop floor, arrive at the
overall cleanliness level in linguistic form usrnq any three criteria. Refer Figure 1 for fuzzy rating,
Importance and overall cleanliness level. Comment on outcome of these results.

Attribute Rating ~_ ImJ22!tance (w)r--'
Al Little Very Important
A2 Much Important

Question 3:
Perform hand calculations using Self organizing feature map for one epoch on the pattern set given
below.

Parameters -7
Patterns

1 0
2 1
3 0

[- _. -4- -=--=---'-_ 1

Input Xl Input X2 _I

~- ~_~J
Assume all required data for the learning.

Question 4:

(a) Explain similarities and differences of Radial Basis Function (RBF) based networks and Cascade
Correlation Networks.

(b) Explain In detail about stauc and dvnarnic structures of committee machines.

Question 5:

(a) In a three variable-problem the following variable bounds are considered.

20<w·10, 0.005<17<0.01,100<...("<1000

What should be the minimum string length of any point (e.b,c)' coded in binary string to have
accuracv up to two and three significant digits?
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(b) The following population is observed at generation ninth.

Strings Fitness
1001001 8
0101101 10
1110111 9
0111110 12
1010110 14

cJ)111100 20

If roulette-wheel selection, single-point crossover with probability 0.95 and a bit-wise mutation with
probability 0.05 are used, how many copies of the schema (*1 *11 **) are expected in generation
ten?

Question 6:
Explain various steps of knowledge discovery and data mining (KDDM). Give basic concept and use
of Genetic Expression Programming in the context of knowledge discovery for the real life
appl ication.
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Figure 1 (Question 2: Vacuum Cleaner Example)
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